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ABSTRACT
Polarization is a paradoxical parameter in optical fiber, as it provides flexibilities in various
applications, such as advanced modulation formats in optical fiber communication systems,
polarization-assisted fiber sensor applications, sensitivity-enhanced biomedical applications,
etc. On the other hand, polarization is difficult to control and even associated with signal
degradations due to random and dynamic polarization evolutions along the fiber. Currently
polarization-related impairments are among major hurdles for high performance fiber systems.
Tremendous efforts to effectively and efficiently manipulate polarization have been spent
within the research and industry community. Starting from basic introduction about
polarization, the lecture reviews different perspectives of polarization in fiber optics,
including the polarization division multiplexing, polarization-related degrading effects and
their mitigations, polarization based fiber sensor and biomedical applications, as well as
polarization in nonlinear signal processing schemes. Practical issues will be highlighted.
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